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Of
SYNOPSIS. The results of theoretical and experimental investigations of work friction piles in 
clay soils are given in the report . The influence of sectional area of uriven piles on soil 
resistance under the tip and on the lateral surface of pile are shown. The results of compari
son of theoretical and experimental data are given.

Theoretical investigations of stress-strain 
state of soil surrounding vertical cylindrical 
pile subjected to axial pushing load were car
ried out for the purpose of improvement of me
thods of calculation of friction piles» settle
ments in clay soils ( S.S.Vgalov and ¡si.iS.Sle- 
pack).

The solution of the problem was carried 
out by the finite element method with regard 
for non-linear dependence of ueformations of 
clay soil on stresses and time, approximated 
by power functions( Vyalov,1978).

The pile considered to be absolutely rigid 
and the equality of settlements of pile and so
il along the surface of their contact was as
sumed. The mesh of guadrilateral and isopara
metric finite elements of regular structure 
constructed by means of using of the conformal 
transformation of rectangle's exterior of pi
le's longitudinal section on single circle was 
used.

This decision gave the opportunity to get 
the following formula for determination of pi
le’s settlements depending on load and time:
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where S - pile’s settlement;
Q(-fc)- static load acting on pile,variab

le in time;
L ;d. -  pile's length in soil and diameter;

35 - dimensionless coefficient,depen
ding on relative depth L/d and 
parameter m;the quantity of this 
coefficient is tabulated; 

a,m,=* - parameters of soil's deformation:
” a ” is analogous to module of shear in linear 
medium, "m" characterizes nonlinear dependence 
of soil's deformation on stress,"^ " -creep 
of soil.

Formula (I) gives opportunity to calculate 
pile's settlements in clay soils with respects 
to its reological properties, nonlinear defor
mations, variability of external load and pi
le's size. It should be noted that conformably 
to the task mentioned above consideration of 
the nonlinearity and creeping influences on

distribution of stresses ana reformations in 
soil greatly. So calculations with respect to 
the nonlinearity lead to more intensive dam
ping of soils' deformations than according to 
the linear theories. The part of the load which 
transfers to the soil through the pile's tip 
decreases and the tangential stress sheet on 
the lateral surface of the pile approximates 
to rectangular, when the nonlinearity is con
sidered.

Experimental investigations were carried 
out for the purpose of studying of work of ver
tical ariven piles with variuos cross-section 

in clay soils (L.G.¿aifiiijiolsky and I.-i.Matias- 
hevitch).

Piles were aetalic tubes with diameter of 
0,073; 0,114; 0,219; and 0,325m with closed 
tip equipped with tensiometers for separating 
measurement of soil resistance under the tip 
and on the lateral surface of the pile.ijriving 
of piles was accomplished up to depth of 6m 
in hard plastic consistence loam with unit 
weight of 2,0-2,2 g/cnK , angle of internal 
friction of ¿3 - 2 7 ° and cohesion of ?0-70 IQ?a. 
According to the data of static sounding the 
cone resistance changed mainly within the li
mits of 2000-4000 kPa,increasing up to 5000- 
6000 k̂ ra at the aepth of 5-7m« The piles were 
tested by axial static loads in accordance 
with the Standard of the USSH "G03T 5636-78".

Obtained graphs usettlement-load" for all 
tests are shown in j?ig.I. j'rom the graphs it 
can be seen uhat settlements which corresponds 
to ultimate load on piles enlarge proportional
ly to the increase of pile's diameter (d) and 
their average quantity is (0,04+ 0,05)d.
Average ultimate pressures under the tip of the 
pile of different diameter are similar to each 
other and form near 5000 kPa.Graphs of depen
dence of x’elative settlements of piles on the 
ultimate pressure under the tip of the pile, 
given in figure 2a,show that relative settle
ment is similarity criterion of stress-strain 
state of soil under the tip of the pile of dif
ferent diameter not only in failure,but in the 
whole range of change of load on piles.

As for the average soil resistance on the 
lateral surface of the piles of different dia
meter, it is seen from figure 2b that its va
lue reaches the maximum when settlement is 
4-5mm irrespectively of pile's diameter. The
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Fig.I.Graphs of dependence of Fig.2.Graphs of dependence of
settlements of piles(s) from a) relative settlement (s/d) from average pressure
loads ('4) under pile tip C<l)»

b) settlement (s) from average soil resistance on 
lateral surface of pile ( ‘t  ) 0

more pile's diameter is the less the average 
soil resistance is on the lateral surface of 
the pile on condition of equality of its set
tlements. Such decrease of soil resistance on 
the lateral surface of the piles with increa
sing of their diameter can oe explained by dif
ference in the regims of piles' driving. The 
more pile's diameter is the less the ratio 
of the energy of hammer's blow during driving 
to the pile's weight is and the more number 
of blows for pile's penetration up to the ne
cessary depth is need. In stable clay soils 
keeping tne vertical slope,the distinction in 
number of blows mentioned aoove is expressed 
in the fact that the more this number is the 
more the side play between soil and pile in 
its upper part and the less the horizontal 
pressure of soil on the lateral surface of pit 
le are owing to swinging of pile auring its 
driving.

From tne results obtained it can be con
cluded chat the same meanings of average pre
ssure under the tip of driven piles of diffe
rent cross-section,sunk at the same depth in
to stable clay soils keeping the vertical slo
pe, will be when relative settlements of piles 
are the same. And the same meanings of avera
ge soil resistance on the lateral surface of 
the pile will be when absolute settlements 
and number of blows of hammer during driving 
of piles are the same.

Comparison of the°retical and experimental 
data were carried out .Jith this aim the soil 
deformation parameters a,m and <*• were de
termined from the formula (I) using data of 
experiments mentioned above and then theore
tical graphs "load-settlement" were plotted

(fig.I).
As it is seen from the graphs theoretical 

and experimental curves are close to each 
other in the definite range of loads.

The part of the load which transfers to 
i;he soil through the pile tip decreases while 
relative depth L/d increases according both 
to theoretical calculations and experimental 
data. However the theoretical meanings of 
this part of the load are lower than the cor
responding experimental meanings.

This comparison shows that theoretical 
formula (I) is applicable for driven piles 
in hard plastic consistence loam but there 
are definite boundaries of its using.
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